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Putting It All Together
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In this article, we will look at how an investor can
build a balanced portfolio of equity funds. The
funds included here are used purely for illustrative
purposes, but you can use the same principles
and tools to make sure your portfolio is in good
shape. How you go about it will depend on your
personal circumstances, your existing holdings,
your time horizon, and your appetite for volatility.
Our fund picks come from six broad Morningstar
Category groups: U.S. large cap, U.S. mid-cap,
U.S. small cap, foreign stock (world ex-United States),
world stock (everything), and emerging markets.
The list excludes specialist sector and country funds
because they are often best used tactically, or to
fill a hole in a portfolio. Here, though, we aim to layer
in broad diversification that enhances investment
results through thick and thin, obviating the need for
tactical adjustments or hole-filling.
Among the 886 U.S.-domiciled equity funds and
exchange-traded funds that Morningstar covers
across the six categories above, we have made
our selections from the 216 strategies we regard
as best in class, signified by Morningstar Analyst
Ratings of either Gold or Silver.
U.S. Large Cap
Two Gold funds that stand out from the abundance
of U.S. large-cap options are Dodge & Cox Stock
DODGX and T. Rowe Price Blue Chip Growth TRBCX .
They are excellent strategies in their own right
and complementary when combined. Indeed, as their
active share exceeds 88%, the funds’ overlap in
holdings is less than 12%, a figure that includes both
the stocks shared in common and their respective
portfolio weightings. That’s very small given both managers are trying to beat the S&P 500 benchmark.

Dodge & Cox Stock and T. Rowe Price Blue Chip
Growth fall short in providing exposure across
the market-cap spectrum, though. Large- and megacap stocks predominate in both portfolios, accounting for 95% and 90% of assets, respectively. Thus,
we turn to U.S. small- and mid-cap funds to find
further diversification.
U.S. Mid-Cap and U.S. Small Cap
Primecap Odyssey Aggressive Growth POAGX ,
Diamond Hill Small-Mid Cap DHMAX , and Mairs &
Power Small Cap MSCFX are three such strategies
that have almost no overlap between them. All three
are closed to new investors, but you can use other
funds in a similar fashion. Primecap’s holdings range
across the market-cap spectrum and tilt strongly
toward growth. The fund has a volatile profile to match.
The Diamond Hill fund’s more steady value orientation adds some balance. It is also more of a dedicated
small- and mid-cap option, sticking to companies
with market caps ranging between $500 million and
$10 billion. The Mairs & Power fund is a little different still. On average, it invests in companies whose
market caps are much smaller than all the other
funds discussed. In addition, around 80% of its assets
are in firms near the shop’s Upper Midwest location.
The fund’s distinctive regional focus allows better
access to management, employees, and their local
communities, which gives Mairs & Power’s fundamental research an edge.

The holdings-based style map shows that our model
portfolio invests in companies across the market-cap
and style spectrum. This model portfolio owns 398
individual stocks, ranging from global powerhouses,
like Amazon.com AMZN and Alphabet GOOG,
to relative unknowns, such as Rex Energy REXX and
CyberOptics CYBE.
Not only do we have name diversification, but the
performance patterns of the five chosen strategies are
also relatively uncorrelated. Keeping correlations
in check allows for a smoother return profile from the
portfolio’s U.S. funds, which makes it less likely that
an investor will get spooked out of the market after a
bad year.
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Owning a global fund introduces a dynamic element
into your portfolio based on the manager’s view of
opportunities at home and abroad. If the U.S. market
looks expensive or there are better overseas options,
the Oakmark fund will vary its U.S. weighting accordingly, which has ranged from 42% to 61% since 2012.

Foreign Stock
With the U.S. portion of the portfolio set, we turn to
funds within the foreign-stock categories that hold
little to no U.S. companies. Causeway International
Value CIVVX and MFS Institutional International
Equity MIEIX fit this bill and do so with consistent and
distinctive style purity. The two funds’ respective
value and growth orientations help minimize any unintended style overlaps that may reduce diversification
and increase risk.
World Stock
Because world-stock funds can invest anywhere they
like, adding them to a portfolio runs the risk of
duplicating positions already held in its domestic and
foreign portions. Even so, the category includes
some excellent managers who use their flexibility well
and can add value. Oakmark Global Select OAKWX
complements the Causeway and MFS strategies nicely,
and there is minimal holdings overlap.

The same holds true in a comparison with our
domestic large-cap picks Dodge & Cox Stock
and T. Rowe Price Blue Chip. As of March 2018,
the Oakmark fund’s active share was over
90% with both, as the three held only Alphabet

Emerging Markets
Adding an emerging-markets strategy is the final layer
of diversification. Although four of the eight funds
we’ve chosen so far have some exposure to companies domiciled in developing economies, the highest
weighting is only just over 7%. That’s perhaps too
small a stake for the overall equity portfolio as these
companies are uniquely positioned to tap into the
robust growth rates anticipated for their respective
countries and regions. Silver-rated Harding Loevner
Emerging Markets HLEMX can provide the missing
exposure. Its inclusion, however, could amplify
the portfolio’s risk profile beyond tolerable limits if
not done in proper proportion. And that brings
us to an age-old allocation question.
Portfolio Weightings
How big a weighting should each category group be
within the overall portfolio? The equity portion of the
Morningstar Balanced Indexes provides a starting
point. Its roughly 60/40 split between domestic and
international stocks makes sense for U.S. investors and
broadly matches the MSCI World Index. Assuming a
larger-cap skew should provide ballast in tougher times,
therefore, the two large-cap U.S. equity funds have
the biggest weightings at 15% each, while the seven
remaining funds receive a 10% allotment apiece. K
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Important Disclosures
To determine if the Fund is an appropriate investment for you, carefully consider the Fund's
investment objectives, risk factors, charges and expenses before investing. This and other
information can be found in the Fund's full or summary prospectus, which may be viewed and
downloaded by visiting http://www.causewayfunds.com/ or by calling 1-866-947-7000. Read it
carefully before investing.
Investing involves risk including loss of principal. In addition to the normal risks associated with investing,
international investments may involve risk of capital loss from unfavorable fluctuation in currency values,
from differences in generally accepted accounting principles or from economic or political instability in
other nations. Emerging markets involve heightened risks related to the same factors as well as
increased volatility and lower trading volume. Investments in smaller companies typically exhibit higher
volatility. Diversification does not prevent all investment losses. There is no guarantee that risk can be
managed successfully or that a fund will achieve its stated objective.
This material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for purchase or sale of any security, nor is it
individual or personalized investment advice. Causeway Funds and SEI Investments Distribution Co. do
not sponsor the opinions or information presented in articles, nor do they assume liability for any loss that
may result from relying on these opinions or information.
The Causeway Funds are distributed by SEI Investments Distribution Co. (SIDCO) 1 Freedom Valley
Drive, Oaks, PA 19456. SIDCO is not affiliated with Causeway Capital Management LLC.
The Causeway International Value Fund is a Morningstar Analyst Rated Gold Fund. The Morningstar
Analyst Rating is not a credit or risk rating. It is a subjective evaluation performed by Morningstar’s
manager research group, which consists of various Morningstar, Inc. subsidiaries (“Manager Research
Group”). In the United States, that subsidiary is Morningstar Research Services LLC, which is registered
with and governed by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. The Manager Research Group
evaluates funds based on five key pillars, which are process, performance, people, parent, and price.
The Manager Research Group uses this five pillar evaluation to determine how they believe funds are
likely to perform relative to a benchmark, or in the case of exchange-traded funds and index mutual
funds, a relevant peer group, over the long term on a risk-adjusted basis. They consider quantitative and
qualitative factors in their research, and the weight of each pillar may vary. The Analyst Rating scale is
Gold, Silver, Bronze, Neutral, and Negative. A Morningstar Analyst Rating of Gold, Silver, or Bronze
reflects the Manager Research Group’s conviction in a fund’s prospects for outperformance.
Analyst Ratings ultimately reflect the Manager Research Group’s overall assessment, are overseen by an
Analyst Rating Committee, and are continuously monitored and reevaluated at least every 14 months. For
more detailed information about Morningstar’s Analyst Rating, including its methodology, please go to
global.morningstar.com/managerdisclosures/
The Morningstar Analyst Rating (i) should not be used as the sole basis in evaluating a fund, (ii) involves
unknown risks and uncertainties which may cause Analyst expectations not to occur or to differ
significantly from what they expected, and (iii) should not be considered an offer or solicitation to buy or
sell the fund.
©2017 Morningstar, Inc. All Rights Reserved. The information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to
Morningstar; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or
timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising
from any use of this information. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
For more detailed information about Morningstar's Analyst Rating, including its methodology, please go to
http://corporate.morningstar.com/us/documents/MethodologyDocuments/AnalystRatingforFundsMethodol
ogy.pdf

